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Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com 
 
 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
2014-03-05  

To Mr. Lars   
  
I am re-writing to inform you that the application process has gone through awaiting 
the payment slip in your name that i will use to continue the process at the Supreme 
Court of the United Kingdom London (Unit). The reasons is that you are not a United 
Kingdom citizen and also as well as Dr. Rose M. Peterson for this you are required to 
show payment through slip and bank transfer i slip i will get from the bank when i 
received money here. 
  
According to the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom London (Unit) the 
presentation of the payment slip with your details from Sweden will accompany with 
the charges fees after i received the money here in London through bank transfer, 
please get back to me for to give the go ahead with process and make payments as 
soon as the charges fee reaches me from you end am required to get back to them 
within 48hrs or the application will be council ed by the Supreme Court of the United 
Kingdom London (Unit), it's urgent. 
  
Thanks 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
 

 

Date: Thu, 6 Mar 2014 08:13:39 -0800 
From: brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com 

Subject: Re: Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
To: .48@hotmail.com 

To Mr. Lars   

I got your message and please keep to that and make sure you get the transfer slip 
over to me as soon as possible after making the transfer of the charges fee so that i 
can present that for the continuation of the application of the documents, hope to 
hear from you tomorrow. 
Thanks 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
 
On Friday, March 7, 2014 7:14 PM, Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson <brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com> wrote: 
To Mr. Lars   
 
I got your email and the enclosed document containing the transfer slip of the 
charges, this will keep the documentation process with the Supreme Court of the 
United Kingdom London (Unit) going while we wait for the arrival of the money with 
the we can save more time, i will keep you posted as  i proceed. 
 
Thanks 
 

mailto:.48@hotmail.com
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Date: Mon, 10 Mar 2014 09:05:50 -0700 
From: brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com 
Subject: Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
To: .48@hotmail.com 

To Mr. Lars   
This is to inform you that the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom London 
(Unit)  has hereby requested you present a reasons letter why you needed these 
documents, i have al;ready stated reasons on your behalf to make sure the process 
continues but they needed this letter from you, make sure you sign on it because it's 
necessary,  it all came up today after verifying the transfer slip you use in making the 
transfer of the charges, please you should be urgent with it so that i can present the 
letter to them for further proceedings, get back to me. 
 
Thanks 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
 
 
 
Från: Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson (brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com) 

Skickat: den 11 mars 2014 17:16:23 

Till: Lars E (.48@hotmail.com) 

To Mr. Lars   
Thanks for providing me with letter for further procedure i have received and have 
gone through it and confirm okay, i will present it tomorrow to them and awaiting the 
approval, i am still waiting for the arrival of the money you sent, i will keep you posted 
as soon as i received it 
Thanks 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 

 
On Thursday, March 13, 2014 5:22 PM, Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson <brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com> wrote: 
To Mr. Lars   
 
This is to inform you that i got email from our broker today about the arrival of the 
money you transferred for the charges fee which i have already booked an 
appointment for and then proceed with the payment tomorrow while we await the 
approval and getting the document from the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom 
London. 
 
And i also got some notification from the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom 
London that all your details has been investigated through the Swedish data based 
and confirmed valid for the issuing of the documents, we are 75% half way to getting 
the documents and will keep you posted for more details as they unfold from the 
Supreme Court of the United Kingdom London, the best is what i have always wish 
for working with you and we almost achieving that. 
 
Thanks 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
 
 
Från: Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson (brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com) 
  14 mars 2014 21:12:06 
Till: Lars E (.48@hotmail.com) 

Addressed to the Beneficiary 
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Mr. Lars  , 
 
I have received money today and have paid to complete the process of the 
documents which i have been asked to picked it up next week but i was requested to 
inform you  
From the Anthony general's Office, the British private International remittance 
Monetary Fund investigation unit at the Supreme court of England London. On this 
day 14st Of MARCH, 2014 requesting for these final confirmation to complete the 
documentation process after going through the transfer process so far, all data's and 
confirming them valid but for security reasons and also to grant you these legal 
documents that gives you the global right to received this funds in your account 
without any questioning from the Swedish authority about marital and reasons of 
funds, you as the beneficiary is required to present the transfer slip of fifteen 
thousand one hundred and eighty pounds (15,180GBP) from your end in Sweden 
and should be presented in cash which a refundable draft that will be raise for the 
sum amount to be (REFUNDABLE) back to you with your funds as it's further 
remitted and accredited to your account in Swed Bank through the Swedish central 
bank. 
 
Reasons; 
This is a private funds transfer and much details about funds are not given because 
of the circumstance involved in the transfer process which the rightful own Dr. Rose 
M. Peter son did not states, but the funds has been confirmed valid and your data's 
as the beneficiary has also been confirmed valid to have access to the funds but to 
avoid you losing this funds to the British Government these legal majors has been 
brought in for a safety exit of the funds out of the United Kingdom through 
international transfer to your account in Swed Bank through the central bank of 
Sweden and these documents will also help you out some questioning that would 
have raise motion on your relationship with Dr. Rose M. Peterson. 
 
Granting you this documents is like remitting the funds to your account that is why 
they the confirmation of the transfer slip of fifteen thousand one hundred and eighty 
pounds (15,180GBP) is required. You have been required to make this cash 
available with 10 working days because the documents has reach the final stages 
which the final approval will be endows and will be released to you for the funds to be 
released to your account, get back to me because it's urgent. 
 
Thanks 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson  
 
 
On Friday, March 14, 2014 9:12 PM, Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson <brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com> wrote: 
Addressed to the Beneficiary 
 
Payment Process of the refundable charges 
To Mr. Lars   
  
This is to inform you about the payment process of the refundable charges fee of 
the fifteen thousand one hundred and eighty pounds (15,180GBP) from your end 
for further procedure, i was informed this morning by the Supreme court of United 
Kingdom London (unit) how the refundable fee should be send across from your end 
for further verification.  
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According to the the Supreme court of United Kingdom London (unit), you are to 
contact the office of the British International Funds Remittance United Kingdom 
London through Mr. Warren C. Brewster (the head of remittance) on his email 
address bmr.warrenuk@yahoo.com who will provide you with an account for the 
charges fee where the Supreme court of United Kingdom London (unit) will further 
make their verification and after the transfer of the refundable charges from your end, 
you are to scan and send the transfer slip over to me so that i can present it right 
away to them on this date that we have promised 20/03/2013 to make the payment. 
  
Reasons 
The Anthony general's office is not authorized to handle such refundable cash and 
because the funds is on the way to your account in Swed bank as indicated in the 
transfer documents through the office of the British International Funds Remittance 
United Kingdom London who has the legal right to handle international transfer and 
can remit the refundable fee through a bank draft with your funds through the Office 
of the British International financial action task force United Kingdom London(BIATF) 
where your funds is at present. For these reasons, you are required to transfer the 
refundable charges fee through the office of the British International Funds 
Remittance United Kingdom London, like i said earlier you are to contact Mr. Warren 
C. Brewster (the head of remittance) and after confirmation the documents will be 
released and granted to you to complete your transfer. 
  
According the Supreme court of United Kingdom London (unit) he officer of the 
British International Funds Remittance United Kingdom London will letter remit the 
refundable charges to your account along with your funds as it's credited to your 
account in Swed Bank through the Swedish central bank . 
  
Send me a confirmation email you got this message and do as i say right away, hope 
to hear from you. 
  
Thanks 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
 
 
 
Date: Sat, 15 Mar 2014 03:09:57 -0700 
From: brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com 
Subject: Re: Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
To: .48@hotmail.com 

To Mr. Lars   
I am writing to inform you to confirm you got my email, it's urgent, please get back to 
me you got the information, so that i can reply and confirm we are working on the 
request. 
Thanks 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
 
 

Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2014 01:59:35 -0700 

From: brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com 

Subject: Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 

To: .48@hotmail.com 

To Mr. Lars   
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Thanks for your email and the reminder of the receipt, i had wanted to do that earlier 
but the situation at hand took my mind off, i will scan and send you the copy of the 
receipt when am back to the office, i wanted was a confirmation email and the go 
ahead with the procedure that you have gotten my message and i should continue 
the process, our deadline of confirmation back to Supreme Court of the United 
Kingdom London (Unit)  and continuation of the process email is suppose to be sent 
today, now that you are aware i still need your approval to proceed, get back to me. 
 
Thanks 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
 
 
17 mars 
To Lars  , 
I just got back to the office when i saw your email and thanks for your email though it 
came late but i have to do what i can to get more time while you get the money ready 
for the proof of beneficiary, one thing i most advice is that you more not play with 
time, they are going through this process because with this documents the funds will 
leave the United Kingdom to your account in Swed Bank through the Swedish central 
bank and if anything goes wrong they bear all charges for this they want to make 
sure you complete all process to avoid mistake and this will give them the go ahead 
to issue the documents for the funds to be released and please you should let me 
know when the money is ready so that i can give you the transfer process because 
they want to make sure it came from you for that they have there options. 
 
I have informed them right away about it which i think they will listen to but you have 
to meet the time you have promised. I will get back to you when i get information 
about more days, it will not be easy but i have tried and will still get in touch with the 
Anthoney general in charge of the documents and also plead for more time. 
 
Attached is the scan copy of the receipt of the payments i did for the documents, let 
me know when you get my email. 
Thanks 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson  
 
 
Date: Wed, 19 Mar 2014 07:38:49 -0700 
From: brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com 
Subject: Rose.M.Peterson fund 
To: .48@hotmail.com 

To Mr. Lars   
Thanks for the confirmation email, that you have gotten the information and direction 
i was instructed to inform you about by the Supreme court of United Kingdom London 
(unit). 
 
Let me know as soon as you get across over to Mr. Warren C. Brewster through the 
email for the account where the refundable charges fee from your end will be 
transferred, so that i can relate to the Supreme court of United Kingdom London 
(unit) that we are working with the procedure they have given to us in regards to 
presentation of the refundable fee, for further verification of beneficiary i gave you, 
hope to hear from you. 
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Thanks 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
 
18 mar 2014 kl. 17:00 "Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson" <brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com>: 
To Mr. Lars   
Thanks for the email with this i have related to them immediately as soon as i get 
your email this the cash will be transfer from your end on Thursday 20/03/2014  
  
With the time the the refundable feel will be transfer from your end, it will help us 
keep to the date we have promised with this i believed they will cohence to the time 
dated 28/03/2014 we have promise the cash will be ready, sending this confirmation 
of when the money for the charges can be sent from your end will complete the 
request for more time process while we await the transfer and the presentation of 
cash process procedure to finalized the proof of beneficiary from them for the 
documents to be released to you to complete the transfer of your funds, i will inform 
you as soon as i get the transfer and presentation of cash procedure, confirm and get 
back to me you get my email. 
  
Thanks 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
 
 21 mars 2014 06:18:38 

Till: Lars E (.48@hotmail.com) 

To Mr. Lars  
I got your message and thanks for informing me about the the refundable charges 
fee of the fifteen thousand one and eighty pounds(15,180GBP) and the slip, i have 
already inform the Supreme Court of United Kingdom London, i will keep you posted 
if anything comes up. 
 
Thanks 
 Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
 
date 2014-03-24 
To Mr. Lars   
This is to inform you about the the documentation procedure so far with the Supreme court 
of the United Kingdom London. I was inform today by the Supreme court of United Kingdom 
London that the International Funds Remittance United Kingdom London broker whose 
account you transferred the charges fee wrote them today about the arrival of the money 
for the refundable charges fee and they have promised to proceed as soon as the fee 
arrived. 
I have gotten back to them by means of confirmation i got their message and will always 
appreciate their effort to granting the documents for you to complete the transfer, we are a 
step closer the best is always what we have always hope for, i will keep you posted. 
Thanks 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
 
Från: Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson (brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com). 

Skickat: den 25 mars 2014 21:27:22 

Till: Lars (.48@hotmail.com) 

 
To Mr. Lars   
This to inform you that i have received message from the Supreme court of th United 
Kingdom that they have received message from the broker at the International Funds 

mailto:brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com
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Remittance United Kingdom London that the money has arrived and they will begin 
their investigation which will last for 6 to 10 working days for all verification and 
confirmation to be reached for the documentation to be granted to you to complete 
the transfer of your funds. 
 
Thanks 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 

 

Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson (brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com). 

Skickat: 

den 25 mars 2014 21:27:22 

 

To Mr. Lars   
This to inform you that i have received message from the Supreme court of th United 
Kingdom that they have received message from the broker at the International Funds 
Remittance United Kingdom London that the money has arrived and they will begin 
their investigation which will last for 6 to 10 working days for all verification and 
confirmation to be reached for the documentation to be granted to you to complete 
the transfer of your funds, all we have to do is hope for the best in getting the 
documents, from all our efforts i 100% believed will we get it . 
Thanks 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
 
 
Från: "Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson" <brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com> 

Datum: 2 april 2014 22:41:59 CEST 

Till: Lars <.48@hotmail.com> 

To Mr. Lars   
  
This is to inform you that we are on the way to reaching the end of getting the documents for 

you to complete the transfer of your funds, the Supreme court on this day has issue the pre-

matrimony certificate for you to complete transfer process, according to the Supreme court they 

have verified all proof of relationship and have confirmed the fate that you and Dr. Rose M. 

Peterson are into pre-marital relationship right from the documents presented and the trust to 

leave her funds in your care which they have confirmed valid to grant the pre-matrimony 

certificate and according to them in days they will released the Anti-terrorism certificate to you. 
  
According to them they have to still make all necessary investigation and also to relate to the 

Swedish Authority for a safe passage of your funds to your account in Swed Bank to avoid any 

other delay because at the end of releasing the documents the funds will be released and it will 

be in your account with 24hrs of granting the anti-terrorism certificate to you, they have promised 

to get back to me with the documents at the end of all their procedures which i strongly believe 

you have nothing to worried about if all procedures are confirmed valid for your funds to go 

through over to your end which has been our main goal, i will keep you posted as soon as i get 

any information from them in regards to our accomplishing our goal of getting the documents 

for you to complete your transfer.  
Thanks 

Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 

 

mailto:brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com
mailto:krister.48@hotmail.com
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Från: "Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson" <brrjeffersonuk@yahoo.com> 

Datum: 2 april 2014 22:41:59 CEST 

Till: Lars <.48@hotmail.com> 

To Mr. Lars    
This is to inform you that we are on the way to reaching the end of getting the documents for 

you to complete the transfer of your funds, the Supreme court on this day has issue the pre-

matrimony certificate for you to complete transfer process, according to the Supreme court they 

have verified all proof of relationship and have confirmed the fate that you and Dr. Rose M. 

Peterson are into pre-marital relationship right from the documents presented and the trust to 

leave her funds in your care which they have confirmed valid to grant the pre-matrimony 

certificate and according to them in days they will released the Anti-terrorism certificate to you. 
  
According to them they have to still make all necessary investigation and also to relate to the 

Swedish Authority for a safe passage of your funds to your account in Swed Bank to avoid any 

other delay because at the end of releasing the documents the funds will be released and it will 

be in your account with 24hrs of granting the anti-terrorism certificate to you, they have promised 

to get back to me with the documents at the end of all their procedures which i strongly believe 

you have nothing to worried about if all procedures are confirmed valid for your funds to go 

through over to your end which has been our main goal, i will keep you posted as soon as i get 

any information from them in regards to our accomplishing our goal of getting the documents 

for you to complete your transfer. 
  
Thanks 
Brr. Taylor H. Jefferson 
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